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INTRODUCTION

S

atisfying first responders’ communication requirements through trust
building and collaboration – as opposed to relying on physical network
segregation to mitigate risk – is the most critical challenge faced by
advanced public safety network architects. In particular, public safety
communications’ capabilities must be enhanced through cooperation and
sharing without unduly compromising local agency control over essential
aspects of their networks. Diversity among the thousands of first responder
organizations in the United States, ranging from large urban police
departments to rural volunteer fire departments, as well as cultural aspects
of the local governments who operate them, dictates that a strong local
control requirement must remain a feature of public safety radio systems.
Consequently, there exists a critical need for innovation that can meet the
capability requirements for public safety advanced networks while still
accommodating a first responder agency’s trust requirements.
Much attention has been paid over the past decade to the need for
public safety responders (e.g., fire, police and emergency services) to be
able to communicate across organizations. Yet a viable strategy to enable
inter-organizational collaboration must chart a tricky path. There remains
insistence that public safety agencies should own their own land mobile
radio (“LMR”) systems while using dedicated public safety frequencies. 1
Exclusive ownership equates to control. Traditionally, this exclusive form
of control is the only one trusted when first responders’ lives are on the line.
This has resulted in disparate communications systems operating across
different frequencies on a city-by-city and even agency-by-agency basis.
1
Traditional LMR systems are often tailored to the communications needs of individual
first responder agencies, such as a jurisdiction’s fire, police or emergency services. Most
systems today remain optimized for voice traffic. In contrast to traditional LMR systems, the
700 MHz “D-Block” provided hope of catalyzing greater uniformity in public safety
broadband data communications. The future direction of the D-Block is unclear, however,
following the 2008 auction which failed to reach the prescribed reserve price [47].
Meanwhile, unlike the D-Block approach which targeted the same block of 700 MHz
spectrum, existing public safety LMR frequencies are scattered across the spectrum. Federal
authorizations are between 136-174 MHz, 360-400 MHz, and 402-420 MHz, while local
agency assignments are between 136-174 MHz, 450-512 MHz. Public safety users are also
in the 700 and 800 MHz bands [1]. The 700/800 MHz bands are most popular for urban users
while the lower UHF and VHF bands are better suited to rural users [2]. An additional
50 MHz has been allocated by the FCC to public safety in the 4.9 GHz band. Each agency is
assigned licenses to use their own dedicated radio frequencies. Formally, state and local first
responders receive “licenses” assigned by the Federal Communications Commission.
Meanwhile, federal responders – ranging from the FBI to the Department of Defense –
receive “authorization” from the NTIA. While the nomenclature difference is not significant
for this paper, the dual management structure of spectrum does represent an additional
coordination challenge for public safety communications collaborations.
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Obvious solutions to this problem are elusive. For example, a unified,
nation-wide LMR technology switch is unlikely to occur in view of current
scattershot of frequency assignments, a dual spectrum management regime
between the FCC and NTIA, and funding cycles which are painfully slow
and inadequate [1]-[3].
Nonetheless, policy-makers must somehow catalyze sweeping
change in the structure of public safety communications.
Problems
engendered by today’s exclusive and balkanized systems include
shortcomings in advanced capabilities (such as user and application
prioritization, sharing and roaming, and authentication of users) as well as
inadequacies in other dimensions of public safety radio performance (such
as interoperability and spectrum access). While near-term policy objectives
must succeed within the realities of current constraints, foresighted public
safety policy should not reinforce today’s imperfections by locking in a silooriented architecture going forward. Significantly, we propose that smart
radios can assist migration to a next generation communications architecture
by providing a technological means to gracefully advance public safety
toward a collaborative paradigm.
This paper attempts to make three contributions. First, we identify
the need to align the vision for advanced collaborative public safety
networks with the goals and incentives provided to state and local public
safety stakeholders. Current federal research is redefining public safety’s
communications requirements so as to include enhanced mobility and
coverage (even where infrastructure is unavailable), an ability to
communicate across a range of frequencies, flexible and dynamic system
administration, and policy-based radio capabilities based on machinereadable policies which determine whether the radio may operate.2 Yet there
remains a chasm between the advanced networking research community’s
vision for evolved communications and the support and information
currently provided to public safety stakeholders “on-the-ground” necessary
to implement such a vision. We recommend that this gap should be bridged.
Second, we explain that public safety inter-organizational
cooperation is foremost not a technical problem but, rather, a difficult
challenge involving policy incentives, governance, legal contracting, and
organizational behavior. No matter how good the technology, a failure to
resolve non-technical issues will result in wasted money and failed systems.
Notably, a common thread underlies most visions of advanced public safety
communications: extensive collaboration between organizations. That is, in
order to realize the promise of next generation communications, success
hinges on sharing and cooperation sufficient to permit a federated (viz.,
shared, but not owned) public safety communications architecture. A critical
2

Machine readable policies could incorporate existing regulatory policies as well as other
transmission constraints provided to the radio.
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aspect of today’s public safety communications struggles, however,
concerns the tenacity of non-technical barriers to cooperative relationships.
Current public safety “interoperability” shortcomings represent only one
manifestation of a wider set of limited capabilities caused by a fragmented
approach to systems deployment and spectrum management. In this paper,
we view public safety communications “problems” primarily through the
lens of organizational behavior by emphasizing the role of trust and risk in
collaboration.
And third, we explain why smart radio devices should play an
important role in facilitating and implementing collaborative strategies. By
smart radios, we mean software defined radios (“SDR”) and policy-based
cognitive radios (“CR”). 3 We propose that the catalyst for smart radio in
public safety will be policy-based software controls and administration.
Policy-based software will enable local control, however, such controls will
be provided at higher network layers, rather than the traditional separation
of public safety networks at the physical layer. Importantly, policies are the
architecture for smart radio networks insofar as machine-readable policies
provide the defining attributes concerning how radios operate (or not) given
the broader constraints of a system’s infrastructure.
It should be noted that a rush to expansive collaboration between
entities often results in failure. Cooperation will take time and should be
facilitated through focused and graduated collaborative successes.
Significantly, as public safety stakeholders work together to define trusted
policies, smart radios should play a pivotal role in the trust-building process
between entities in a way that today’s traditional LMR technologies cannot.
For example, the types of sharing an entity agrees to within a smart radio
architecture remains a matter of local control, yet such policies can be
dynamically altered and reconfigured over time. This enhances both the
chances of successful collaboration as well as increasing the willingness of
agencies to collaborate.
As entities build trust and collaborative
competency, they will then be able to migrate toward an advanced public
safety radio architecture.
Following this Introduction, Section II next analyzes recent research
which underscores potential collaborative advantages available to public
safety. Achieving this vision, however, requires migration away from
segregated public safety systems, which evolved as a result of deliberate
architectural choices. Section III then explains how organizational
challenges must be squarely addressed in order to achieve successful interorganizational collaboration. The role of trust and risk is emphasized and
we suggest that trust-building loops and control mechanisms should be used
to promote confidence in collaboration. Finally, in Section IV we propose
3

Software defined radio (SDR) and policy-based cognitive radio (CR) are more fully
discussed in Section IV(A) infra.
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how smart radios can assist in this process. In particular, reconfigurable
software policies could enable both local control and graduated levels of
cooperation. Each of these is addressed in turn below.

II.

TOWARD AN EXPANSIVE VIEW OF PUBLIC SAFETY
COLLABORATION

Shortcomings in public safety networks arise from today’s network
architectures which are segregated from one another by technological
design. As explained in Part A, these technical firewalls exist by choice, not
by accident. Part B next identifies recent research and reports which
underscore that expanded collaboration will be required to meet the needs of
first responders.
Accordingly, this Section II makes clear that an
architectural shift is required as next generation network developers
consider how public safety systems can be oriented around collaboration
instead of separation.

A. The Need for Public Safety Collaboration
Public safety in the United States today is “an extraordinarily
balkanized system that generally lacks the ability to access and use the
proliferating sources of electronic information held by other public and
private organizations that can facilitate speedy and effective emergency
response.”[5] Interoperability is the “ability of emergency responders to
communicate among jurisdictions, disciplines, and levels of government,
using a variety of frequency bands, as needed and as authorized.” [6],[7]4
Although interoperability improvements in local and state first responder
radio systems have been the focus of much effort and investment on the part
of federal, state and local government in the U.S.,5 it is becoming clear that
interoperability issues cannot be solved by solutions which band-aid two or
4
Bernthal et. al. in [7] identified a “family” of six interoperability characteristics based on an
examination of academic commentary, reports, and legislation. These six traits include: the
ability of emergency response providers (and, often, other public service providers) to
communicate between vertical governmental levels (viz., federal-state-local); (ii) the ability
of emergency response providers (and, often, other public service providers) to horizontally
communicate across diverse disciplines of response resources (viz., local-local agency
communication); (iii) the ability to perform under a common command-and-control structure
to achieve predictable results; (iv) access to networks that enable robust and real-time
communications between responders, including voice, data, and video capabilities; and
(v) the capability to rapidly authorize users without compromising secure communications.
While not often expressed in formal definitions of interoperability, discussions almost
uniformly include a sixth characteristic: the ability to rely on accepted standards which
promote and certify interoperable communications capability
5
An estimated $4.9 billion in federal grants for interoperability was provided over five years
from 2003-08 [4].
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more existing LMR systems together. Department of Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Chertoff has emphasized that “technology by itself is not
a magic bullet” and “the biggest barrier to interoperability is not technology
. . . It has to do with, rather, human beings.”[8]-[10] Secretary Chertoff
recently put a fine point on the problem of non-technical hazards faced by
collaborative networks[8]:
If you do not get [ ] agreement among the responders in the
field, no amount of technology is going to allow them to
communicate with each other . . . Technology only works in
the context of a system, which has been designed to achieve an
end. A system [must consider] human factors and the incentive
structure, or the microeconomics of how we live as well as the
gizmos and gadgets which you all are out there investing. It is
only as part of a whole system that these gizmos and gadgets
actually make sense.
Today’s lack of interoperability, deficiencies in enhanced capabilities
like roaming, and coverage problems between multiple public safety LMR
systems are not fundamental implementation failures, but rather the
consequences of successful implementation of designed architectural
separation. Broadly speaking, most public agencies are chartered to address
problems within their own jurisdictional purvey, not for extensive interNot surprisingly, public safety
organizational collaboration[11].6
communication systems mirror this approach and evolved in “siloed”
systems. An over-arching notion of public safety “exceptionalism” – viz.,
an individual public safety organization’s communications needs are simply
too unique, too specific to an individual agency’s demands, and too
hierarchical for inter-organizational collaboration – reinforced this
approach. Consequently, public safety spectrum policy and technologies
traditionally worked together to create wireless system deployments that are
by design private to a single or specific user group, limited in geography to a
jurisdiction’s boundaries, operational only in limited radio bands, and
secured at the physical layer by keeping non-owners off of the system. In
short, the prevailing approach mitigates risk through separation.
In view of today’s technological enablers, however, current
problems facing first responders present an opportunity for fundamental
reevaluation of architecture oriented around collaboration. Next generation
first responder networks will need to be designed so as to meet an agency’s
6

As noted in [11], “at all levels of government, most departments and programs were
established to address specific problems with defined boundaries. This has had the effect of
creating ‘silos’ within and across governments. There has been relatively little incentive to
work across boundaries and even less training in the knowledge, skills, and abilities that are
required for this kind of effort.”
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expanded needs (for example, broadband applications and roaming), be
available to surrounding agencies to enable interoperability and perhaps
reduce costs, and be designed so as to be compatible with surrounding
networks. Over the long term, we envision three dimensions of
infrastructure and spectrum sharing involving public safety: (i) vertically
between federal, state and local communities; (ii) horizontally across
jurisdictional boundaries; and (iii) inter-sector relationships which enable
roaming between public safety and commercial and business/industrial
licensees.

B. Research and Development Recognizes Collaborative
Benefits
A growing number of recent federal research reports signal the value
of more collaborative approaches to public safety architectures.
In this
subsection, we analyze several reports which collectively underscore a
paradigm shift concerning wireless public safety communications
requirements. Specifically, we distill the following needs suggested by
recent federal and industry research and development efforts [12]-[23]:








Enhanced mobility and coverage, even where infrastructure is
unavailable;
Shared network requirements incorporating secure authentication,
prioritization of users, and mechanisms for interference
protection;
Ability to establish ad hoc networks;
Frequency agility and frequency sharing;
Multi-band operation;
Flexible and dynamic system administration; and
Policy Based radios.

Support for the public safety requirements reflected in the above
bullets is supplied by recent research and reports. The balance of this
subsection expands upon these reports.
The Federal Plan for Advanced Networking Research and
Development provides a notable roadmap for technology research and
development in order to meet advanced networking requirements [12],[13].
In 2007, the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) Committee
on Technology established the Interagency Task Force on Advanced
Networking (ITFAN) to address myriad problems related to federal
networking needs. Significantly, the ITFAN recognized the importance of
networking innovation for emergency response because “today’s networks
have become captive to the limitations and vulnerabilities of the current
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generation of technologies.”[12]7
To achieve necessary advanced
networking capabilities, the ITFAN focused on four major goals:
1. Provide network services anytime, anywhere;
2. Make secure global federated networks possible;
3. Manage network complexity and heterogeneity; and
4. Foster innovation through development of advanced network
systems and technologies.
A major contribution of the ITFAN roadmap is the concept of
federation among heterogeneous networks. Specifically, the report provides
that [12]:
The increased complexity of future networks requires thinking
outside of traditional models for network research (i.e. focused
on specific technologies) to the development of architectures
and frameworks that can integrate many technologies to
deliver the services needed for mission accomplishment.
(Emphasis added.)
A second major contribution of the ITFAN roadmap is the
recognition that wireless networks will evolve toward policy-based ad hoc
networking relying on dynamic spectrum access (“DSA”). The third major
contribution is the recognition that federated networks will serve multiple
classes of users (e.g., government, industry and academia) and that
architectures will no longer be single user or single purpose (e.g., health care
vs. transportation).8 Heterogeneity in architectures could mean the
federation of wired and wireless infrastructures, using multiple frequency
bands, different topologies, and different access policies.
A report from the National Research Council of the National
Academies, Improving Disaster Management, The Role of IT in Mitigation,
7

More generally, [12] recognized that:
the Federal government depends upon fundamental advances in
networking technology for enhancing a wide range of applications
including emergency response, national security and emergency
preparedness communications, defense mission support, health care
information technology, secure economic transactions, distributed
intelligence applications, and advanced scientific computing. These
applications share a need for faster, more secure, more reliable and more
robust networks than are currently available.
8
As indicated by the inclusion of industry and academia, next generation networks will not
be single purpose public safety only networks, but will carry a variety of traffic, applications,
etc. over a federated infrastructure. Users will be segregated by policies and security
protocols.
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Preparedness, Response, and Recovery, also underscored the need for more
advanced capabilities [22]. In the wake of Hurricane Katrina and the
9-11-01 domestic terrorism attacks, the Administration and Congress took
measures to identify the reasons why communications systems used by
federal, state and local disaster response entities fail to provide adequate
communications for first responders on the scene, and why technologies to
support situational awareness for emergency managers are lacking. The
National Academies report recommended that “[t]he federal government
should develop and regularly update an IT R&D roadmap for disaster
management with the involvement of a full range of stakeholders.”[22] The
Academy report identified six key areas of IT-enabled capability in which
shorter-term development and longer-term research offer the potential for
significant benefits:







More
robust,
interoperable
and
priority-sensitive
communications;
Better situational awareness and a common operating picture;
Improved decision support and resource tracking and allocation;
Greater organizational agility for disaster management;
Better engagement of the public; and
Enhanced infrastructure survivability and continuity of societal
functioning.

An additional report from the Federal Communications Commission
highlighted that “broadband communications applications could offer the
public safety community a number of benefits, including video surveillance,
real-time text messaging and e-mail, high resolution digital images and the
ability to obtain location and status information of personnel and equipment
in the field.”[23] In particular, Congress directed the FCC to analyze
whether the public safety community needed more spectrum and,
additionally, if the development of a nationwide public safety
communications network would resolve the problems raised by the
performance of existing public safety systems during disasters from
2001-2005. The FCC’s 2005 Report back to Congress found that
emergency response providers would benefit from development of “an
integrated, interoperable network capable of delivering broadband services
nationwide.”[23] The Commission proceeded to design a single national
license for public safety broadband frequencies in the 700 MHz band for the
Public Safety Spectrum Trust (PSST) (a non-profit organization composed
of representative public safety and local government organizational
representatives). The 700 MHz D-block broadband strategy was in addition
to 50 MHz previously allocated by the FCC to public safety in the 4.9 GHz
band.
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Finally, a comparison of three “requirements” documents related to
public safety reveals some important consensus – as well as some important
diversity – concerning the direction that a research and development
roadmap for advanced networking should take.
One, the PSST released the Information for Bidders on a National
Public Safety Broadband Network in 2007 [17]. This document contained a
number of requirements for what was perceived at the time to be a single,
national broadband public safety network.9 These were in large part derived
from other sources: (i) the Project MESA Statement of Requirements, which
is an ongoing effort to work with the international telecommunications
industry to define mobile broadband data requirements [29]; and (ii) the
SAFECOM Statement of Requirements released in 2005, which defines
voice, video and data requirements of local first responders and incident
command [14].
Two, the first of these sources, the Project MESA Statement of
Requirements, states that it [29]:
reflects the vision of a mobile broadband network (shared
and/or ad hoc) that can be simultaneously accessed by multiple
users, using various applications and levels of security, in a
specified geographical area, and that may operate potentially
independently from the availability of public networks and the
supply of commercial electrical power . . . Emphasis has been
placed on those applications and technological platforms that
current technology has not yet satisfactorily addressed.
The Project MESA Statement of Requirements explicitly recognizes
the value of wireless technologies to provide both broadband and
narrowband application support (e.g. voice and video), improve spectrum
efficiencies, be frequency neutral, and incorporate frequency agility.
And three, the SAFECOM Statement of Requirements, in contrast,
focuses on interoperability. It stresses the “ability for users to transparently
communicate, as authorized, among multiple agencies/jurisdictions, some of
which may use different technologies, infrastructures and/or frequency
bands regardless of system including transitioning between commercial
systems and private LMR systems.”[14] Moreover, the SAFECOM
Statement of Requirements provides use cases where public safety will need
advanced capabilities, such as for sensor reading, streaming video, air-toground video and other situational awareness technologies. It further
9

The network was to be constructed by a commercial carrier, who could use the same
infrastructure to deliver commercial service and public safety service nationwide. In this
paper, we will not address the failure of the commercial service provider model or the failure
of the D-Block auction to attract a bidder at the reserve price.
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anticipates ad hoc networking and certain network federating concepts. In
spite of some of its forward looking perspectives, however, the SAFECOM
Statement of Requirements also adheres to traditional view of siloed public
safety spectrum allocations, private network architectures for public safety,
and the concepts of exceptionalism. We return to SAFECOM’s work and
suggest an expanded vision for SAFECOM leadership in Section IV(C).

C. Trust Requirements for Public Safety
There remains a chasm between the advanced networking research
community’s vision for evolved communications and the support and
information provided to public safety stakeholders “on-the-ground.” While
the research community may be ready to embrace frequency agility and
spectrum sharing, public safety practitioners typically resist network or
infrastructure sharing, claiming that their requirements for reliability and
coverage are simply too different from all other wireless users to justify the
inherent risks of losing control of aspects of networks which support first
response [24].
Further, there is skepticism among public safety practitioners as to
whether a trusted prioritization scheme can be developed to reliably preempt non-public safety uses when public safety needs spectrum. In
addition, several characteristics are insisted upon. There is an insistence that
emerging technology must be backward compatible with legacy narrowband
push-to-talk networks, and that legacy narrowband push-to-talk applications
are not necessarily “just” applications, but that they are the mission critical
network design cornerstone (and all other applications have to ride along or
ride separately). There is insistence that there must be “public safety”
standards authored and controlled by public safety (which, to date, bear
limited resemblance to commercial standards). There is a cultural insistence
that public safety must own its own infrastructure and spectrum, and that it
should be owned by local or state users. This is often done city-by-city and
even agency-by-agency.
Exclusive ownership equates to control.
Traditionally, this exclusive form of control is the only one trusted when
first responders’ lives are on the line.
Consequently, a critical need for the smart radio development
community is to introduce technology innovation that can meet the
capability requirements for public safety advanced networks while still
accommodating the public safety community’s trust requirements.
Specifically, collaboration must allow agencies to retain control over
essential aspects of the network they use. The diversity of first responder
organizations and the local governments who operate them dictates that
local control must be embraced by any successful cognitive radio
architecture. As explained in Section IV, we propose that the catalyst to
make smart radio a preferred technology will be innovations in software
policy controls and administration. Smart radio architectures provide a
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technological way to gracefully migrate the public safety community from
distrust to trust. Before examining the potential of smart radio architectures,
however, in Section III we next address the organizational behavior
difficulties involved in more extensive inter-organizational communications.

III.

SURMOUNTING RISK IN INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL
COLLABORATION

Section II explained that extensive collaboration is necessary to meet
next generation advanced public safety requirements. Even as technological
innovation makes such advanced capabilities feasible, however, the
migration towards advanced networking architectures will be challenged by
a host of non-technical factors. The public safety community is composed
of thousands of independent agencies which hold spectrum licenses and
have sunk considerable resources into their own expensive land mobile
radio (LMR) infrastructures. Asynchronous budget cycles across agencies
make it unlikely that these agencies could in lock step afford a “big bang”
simultaneous change of technological direction [4].10 Moreover, the
prevailing product roadmap for LMR systems continues to be P.25, a
technical standard which has only proven to be partially effective but
nonetheless directs the development of many public safety systems.11
Finally, although enabling technologies (like cognitive and software defined
radio, discussed further in Section IV(A) infra) present significant
advantages for the public safety communicator, policy incentives are lacking
which would strongly motivate these thousands of communities and their
vendors to move in consort toward a new future based on advanced
technology developments.
As we explain in this Section III, inter-organizational collaboration is
hard. The tenacity of non-technical barriers inherent in meaningful public
safety collaboration – including sharing and federating – makes cooperative
objectives particularly difficult to quickly achieve. Part A identifies that
collaborative efforts require that an agency (a “trustor”) assume the risk of
trusting another agency (a “trustee”) (i) to act in good faith and not act
opportunistically, and (ii) to be able to competently complete obligations
10

In contrast to traditional LMR systems, the 700 MHz “D-Block” provides hope of offering
greater simultaneous uniformity to public safety broadband data communications. As noted
above, however, the future of the D-Block is unclear at this time following the failed 2008
auction [47].
11
P.25 stands for the Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials’ (“APCO”)
Project 25. APCO and the Telecommunications Industry Association (“TIA”) are
collaborating on developing a suite of “standards” for public safety land-mobile radio,
including over the air interfaces and other standards that are being adopted for next
generation systems, but only by the public safety user community. Concerns about the
efficacy of P.25 standards – ranging from incompatibility between vendors to cost – has been
articulated elsewhere [53].
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assumed as part of the collaboration. Crucial aspects of relationships such
as trust and risk must be addressed in order to make successful cooperation
possible. Next, Part B identifies strategies for building confidence and trust
in collaborative relationships. Finally, Part C develops a framework of
hazards which threaten public safety collaboration. Case studies illustrating
these hazards are included.

A. Trust and Risk in Collaborative Ventures
Reluctance to cooperate across agencies is not merely a matter of
recalcitrant public safety agency leaders’ stubborn adherence to legacy
modes of thinking. A wide range of non-technical factors conspire to make
public safety collaboration difficult. In this Part A, we focus on the critical
considerations surrounding the roles of trust and risk as affecting the
behavior of organizations contemplating a collaborative venture.
Cooperative relationships by definition involve one or more partners
and are predicated on the participants’ decision to collaborate rather than
pursue their respective objectives alone. Collaborations are a “particularly
risky ventures, so some trust is required to initiate them.”[26] Collaborative
advantage is achieved where two or more entities cooperate such that the
public benefits of cooperation exceed the costs.
Literature on inter-organizational collaboration illustrates that a
reluctance to cooperate is hardly unique to the world of public safety and,
moreover, a leader’s skepticism concerning collaboration may be a rational
decision given ample evidence that “collaboration imposes huge demands
on those entering into it and that the likelihood of disappointing outputs and
failures is high.”[26],[27] Part of the challenge involves the “typically
ambiguous, complex and dynamic structure of collaborations.”[26] In
addition to myriad tangles and costs inherent in partnering with others, a
problem of embeddedness amplifies the risk of failed cooperation [27].
Exiting a flailing inter-organizational relationship can be precarious because
partners are often entangled with one another as a result of their cooperation.
For example, if two public safety agencies share LMR infrastructure such as
towers and equipment on towers, exiting the relationship could mean that
one of the collaborative parties lose access to critical infrastructure. Plainly
put: achieving successful and meaningful collaboration is hard and the
consequences of failure can linger after the collaboration dissolves.12
Trust and risk between partners are crucial dimensions of inter-agency
cooperation. But what is meant by trust and risk has not been fully
explored, particularly in the context of next generation public safety
12
An additional drag on innovation could be that public safety agency decision-makers are
generally “risk-averters” who tend to overestimate the probability or magnitude of losses
[30]. This is an empirical proposition which would make for an interesting study. That is, do
leaders and technology decision-makers in public safety agencies tend to be risk-averse and,
therefore, have a lower general risk propensity than other decision-makers?
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communication architectures. When examining inter-organizational
collaboration, the fields of psychology, economics, sociology and
organizational sciences recognize the vital role of trust [26],[28].13
Moreover, empirical research on collaborative relationships reflects that –
not surprisingly – practitioners view trust as “an essential ingredient for
successful collaboration” and that trust is often perceived as lacking in their
own collaborations [26]. “Words such as hostility, fighting and mistrust are
frequently used.” [26] Commentators have noted that trust is not meaningful
without elements of uncertainty and risk [31]. Risk entails vulnerability
when a trustor depends on a trustee to fulfill its responsibilities to the
collaborative venture [26]. Yet, public safety organizations are notoriously
risk-averse when it comes to “trusting” an outside agency with operational
control which might put their first responders in jeopardy.
Significantly, from the perspective of the trustor, perceptions of trust
and risk each concern “the same underlying construct of probability
estimates” concerning the behavior of the trustee in a collaborative venture
[30]. That is, perceptions of trust and risk reference the same set of
probabilities concerning whether a trustee will fulfill its obligations and
responsibilities. Subjective trust refers to a trustor’s beliefs about the
likelihood of the trustee fulfilling its obligations and responsibilities.
Meanwhile, perceived risk refers to a trustor’s beliefs about the likelihood of
the trustee failing to fulfill its obligations and responsibilities. Accordingly,
trust and risk reflect opposite sides of the same coin. Another way to put it
is that while trust and risk represent “contrasting mentalities,” such
mentalities represent “mirror images of each other.”[30]
Researchers T.K. Das and Bing-Sheng Teng sort a trustor’s probability
estimates concerning a trustee’s behavior and capabilities into two broad
categories: (1) good faith, and (2) capability [30]. Figure 1 below
represents a simple view of this conceptual arrangement.

Trustee Good Faith
Considerations
Goodwill
Trust

13

Relational
Risk

Collaboration Capability
Considerations
Competence
Trust

Performance
Risk

This is not to say that trust is entirely understood or agreed upon. As one commentator has
colorfully put it, “trust . . . tends to be somewhat like a combination of weather and
motherhood; it is widely talked about, and it is widely assumed to be good for organizations.
When it comes to specifying what it means in an organizational context, however, vagueness
creeps in.” [31] Similarly, other commentators have opined that trust “is one of the most
frequently used and yet least understood of significant concepts in the social sciences.” [30]
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Figure 1: Conception of Trust and Risk Categories Affecting
Trustor’s Perception.
The first category, good faith, is composed of goodwill trust and
relational risk, which are the flip sides of one another. “Goodwill is the
trustor’s belief about the trustee’s intention as well as his willingness to act
in the interests of the trustor.”[30] Meanwhile, relational risk is the inverse
and concerns the incentive and ability of the trustee to behave
opportunistically. While individually rational, opportunistic behavior – “or
self-interest seeking with guile” – produces a “collectively suboptimal
outcome.”[27]
The second category – capability – is composed of competence trust
and performance risk. Similar to goodwill trust and relational risk,
competence trust and performance risk are also mirror images of one
another. Competence trust reflects the notion that, assuming good faith
participation, collaborative obligations and responsibilities can be
discharged by a party (or the parties together) given technical skills and
other capabilities. “Competence trust is the probability that the trustor
believes the trustee has the necessary skills and abilities to carry out certain
actions and achieve desired results.”[27] Performance risk is the inverse: it
concerns a perceived inability of a trustee to perform even where the trustee
acts in good faith.
As we elaborate upon in Part B, understanding the looping nature of
trust and risk is crucial in developing successful collaborative relationships.

B. Trust-Building Loops and Formation of Confidence
Collaborative projects involve a cyclical feedback process whereby
trust and risk within a relationship are enhanced or diminished over time.
Circles – both “virtuous” and “vicious” – and loops are commonly invoked
to describe the iterative and reinforcing nature of trust involved in
collaboration [26], [30]. Rather than a static factor, trust is more accurately
understood as a “dynamic phenomenon” associated with “a series of
reinforcing processes that characterize collaborative relationships.”[37]
Additionally, studies indicate that seemingly inconsequential factors at
formative stages can strongly influence trust (or lack thereof). In this
respect, path dependent properties affect trust in relationships insofar as
early and unexpected events help determine the end state [37].
Given the difficulties involved in achieving collaborative advantage,
it is understandable that public safety officials are often resistant to interorganizational cooperation. Confidence in partner cooperation is required
for any entity to voluntarily enter into an inter-organizational relationship.
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Academic work provides insight into requisite levels of confidence
necessary to induce collaboration between entities, as well as how such
requisite levels of trust can be developed [27],[30]. Confidence may be
defined as an entity’s perceived level of certainty that a partner in a
cooperative relationship will pursue mutually compatible interests (rather
than act opportunistically) and, furthermore, the level of certainty that
collaboration can achieve the mutually compatible goals which are sought
[27],[30].
The minimal level of confidence in partner cooperation required for
any entity to voluntarily enter into an inter-organizational relationship will
vary with the circumstances. Notably, the requisite degree of confidence
required to enter into a cooperative relationship is higher where the stakes
associated with possible outcomes are significant, while lower degrees of
confidence are needed where the stakes are reduced [27]. In addition to
trust, control presents an additional mechanism which builds confidence in
collaboration. By control we refer specifically to mechanisms which serve
to enhance the level of control in a collaborative setting – viz., the “degree to
which one believes that proper behavior of the other party is ensured.”[27]
In inducing collaboration, the levels of trust and control each “jointly and
independently contribute to the level of confidence in partner
cooperation.”[27]
Early initiatives which seek modest outcomes with low stakes are
not just more likely to be entered into (because they require less
confidence), they are also more likely to be successfully executed and, in
turn, build trust and confidence between entities. Accordingly, where
possible, an approach which builds trust and cooperative competency
through incremental steps is preferred. “[T]rust needs to be developed in a
conscious and gradual manner.”[27] As part of this development process,
trust is enhanced where cooperative parties identify and cultivate congruent
purposes, values and expectations between themselves. This is achieved,
however, only as a result of a “cumulative product of numerous
interactions” which takes considerable time [37].
In addition to taking time to build, trust is fragile. The iterative and
reinforcing nature of trust and risk – whereby failure in turn undermines
trust – means that ambitious initiatives which go awry can quickly and
perhaps irreparably damage relationships. “Empirical and theoretical
analyses of trust are consistent in pointing out that while building trust is a
gradual process, it can be destroyed very quickly by single events or
inconsistencies on the trustee’s behavior.”[37]
In catalyzing the expansive types of collaborative networks envisioned
by the next-generation researchers and developers, the upshot of the
literature on collaboration suggests that it is important to consider three
questions: (1) What is the maximum operational benefit which could be
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achieved while requiring a low level of initial confidence by a public safety
participant? (2) What trust building mechanisms can be used to enhance
goodwill and increase collaborative competence between public safety
agencies? And (3) What control mechanisms can be used to increase
confidence in the collaboration?
We turn to these considerations in
Section IV. First, however, we develop a framework of hazards that reflect
trust and risk considerations for public safety agencies’ communications
collaboration.

C. Hazards to Public Safety Collaboration
A framework is lacking which connects the body of academic
literature concerning risk and trust with issues specific to public safety
communications issues.14 We envision two purposes for such a framework.
First, as a descriptive matter, the framework has explanatory value as to why
federal, state and local public safety entities have found collaborative goals,
such as interoperability, so difficult to meet. Second, at a practical level,
public safety policymakers, officials, and contractors can use (and refine)
this framework as a tool when considering development and expansion of
next generation collaborative networks.
In Figure 2 below, we suggest five broad hazards arising from crossentity collaboration based on our review of public safety case studies,
literature, and other reports concerning public safety interoperability. The
separate trust/risk categories of good faith and capabilities provide useful
prisms for analysis of public safety communications collaboration. Each
hazard represents a dimension of potential difficulties when one or more
agencies cooperate with the goal of achieving communications collaborative
advantage.15

14

Two related studies [50],[51] concerning collaborative networks involving governmental
entities illustrate the utility of such a focus. In [50], the researchers identified risk factors
attendant to collaborative projects. Meanwhile, a companion project [51] focused on aspects
of trust in collaborative projects. While helpful, the separation of trust and risk between the
two studies do not highlight the connection between the concepts underscored in this paper
(and results in some conceptual difficulties).
15
The focus of this framework is on trust and risk factors. Future work may include control
mechanisms as an additional tool to build collaborative confidence necessary to induce
cooperation.
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Hazard
Governance and Organizational
Hazard that governance control
mechanisms, administrative costs of
coordination, ambiguous or
misunderstood roles, and leaders’ lack of
coordination experience results in
(i) opportunistic behavior by
collaborative members; and/or
(ii) ineffective execution of collaborative
obligations.

Goodwill Issues for Public Safety
Risk that under-definition of formal
relationships – including enforceable rights
and obligations among participants – results
in opportunistic behavior contrary to the
best interests of a collaborative effort.
How do power imbalances between
participants affect governance and control?
Where larger parties have control, how
constrain their ability to act
opportunistically?

18

Capability Issues for Public Safety
How train leaders to work collaboratively
across organizations? How manage overhead
and administrative costs associated with
collaboration?
How define roles and obligations in
advance without knowing how collaboration
will evolve?
How spur collaborative best practices
within agencies which are rarely designed to
function within a collaborative environment?

How overcome free rider problems
related to parties’ contributions? (E.g., who
leads the collaborative network? who pays
for necessary management, leadership and
administration?)
Legal
Hazard that that laws and regulations
– existing or future – prohibit or have
deleterious effect on the collaborative
effort.

Political and Funding
Hazard that political considerations
result in insufficient funding or changed
incentives concerning participants’
collaborative objectives.

What remedy or consequences where a
party fails to make a promised contribution
and/or fail to fulfill an obligation?
Where infrastructure is jointly created
and/or shared, what happens to “right” to
access infrastructure if a party withdraws
from the collaboration?
Even where goodwill exists today, what
if leadership changes (e.g., election of a new
governor) and eviscerates support – and
funding – for an agency’s participation in an
existing collaboration?

How address FCC/NTIA regulations
prohibiting sharing of public safety licenses?
Where spectrum waiver is obtained, is
there uncertainty of renewal or revocation of
waiver?

How achieve collaboration between two
entities when funding and replacement cycles
for equipment and radio systems are not
synchronized?

Will “turf wars” between agencies affect
the collaborative effort?
Technical and Operational
Hazard that a fundamental objective
of the project cannot be fulfilled due to
technical problems or operational
difficulties associated with collaboration.

How guarantee that trustee will not use a
disproportional amount of a shared
resource? If spectrum is shared, how ensure
that trustee will not use too much at expense
of trustor
How address principal-agent problems
where it may be in an entity’s (i.e., the
principal’s) overall interest to collaborate,
but an individual manager’s (i.e., the
agent’s) self-interest is to act in ways which
undermine the collaboration?

Cultural
Hazard that conflicts concerning
language, behavioral norms, and
organizational values will undermine
cooperation.

Where behavioral norms and/or
fundamental goals of agencies are
incongruous, will divergence in incentives
result in opportunistic behavior?

How maintain a command and control
hierarchy in an emergency situation where
network and/or spectrum are shared?
Danger that proprietary technologies
frustrate open standards necessary to
facilitate sharing between different networks.
To extent command and control
safeguards are built into a system (e.g.,
software), how allow for dynamic
adaptability responsive to unique needs of
situation?
How get organizations to – literally –
speak the same language? For example,
where one agency’s terminology during an
emergency differs from another’s
terminology, how can these differences be
managed?
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Figure 2: Hazards of Public Safety Inter-Organizational Collaboration
Risk associated with these five hazards conspire to prevent
collaborative public safety networks from emerging, and, further, even
where collaborative efforts are launched, these hazards frequently hinder
and sometimes prove fatal to cooperation. Illustrations from four notable
public safety collaborative efforts – the Phoenix Regional Wireless Network
and Trunked Open Arizona Network (“PRWN/TOPAZ”), the federal
Integrated Wireless Network (“IWN”) project between the Department of
Homeland Security (“DHS”) and Department of Justice (“DOJ”), the Alaska
Land Mobile Radio System (“ALMR”), and the Nevada Shared Radio
System (“NSRS”) – underscore the hazards involved in public safety
collaboration. While Arizona’s collaborative efforts and the federal
government’s IWN have been derailed by the hazards identified in this
paper, the successes in Nevada and Alaska demonstrate that with effective
leadership and consistent concern for the cultural aspects of collaboration,
these hazards can be managed. Indeed, the extensive scope of ALMR and
the public-private nature of NSRS suggest that – even in the most
complicated of collaborations – organizational hazards and “peopleproblems” can be overcome.
PRWN/TOPAZ: Governance and Political Hazards
Governance-related hazards soured a collaborative effort between
the cities of Phoenix and Mesa. The State of Arizona, through the Public
Safety Communications Commission, developed a long-term plan for a
state-wide, collaborative, public safety network. In the short-term, the state
emphasized deployment of a suite of interoperable radios (UHF, VHF and
800 MHz) as part of the Arizona Interagency Radio System (“AIRS”) [32].
Phoenix and Mesa, the largest population centers in Arizona,
together developed the most successful advanced public safety network in
the state, a collaboration which was among the most progressive in the
nation [48],[33]. The joint Phoenix Regional Wireless Network and
Trunked Open Arizona Network (“PRWN/TOPAZ”) was considered “a
genesis or key building block for the statewide, interoperable, public safety
radio system.”[33] Indeed, the initial success of PRWN/TOPAZ was
sufficient to induce medium and small-sized agencies to request permission
to join the network, not only for improved interoperability, but also to serve
as a day-to-day operability platform. In short, other agencies recognized the
potential benefits of enhanced collaboration.
From the beginning, PRWN/TOPAZ system faced significant
relational risks concerning governance and organization hazards. Founded
by a handshake agreement, the PRWN/TOPAZ system lacked formally
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defined rights and obligations [33]. When additional agencies asked to join
the network, this provided impetus for Phoenix and Mesa to formalize their
relationship. The prospect of sharing resources with new agencies required
agreement concerning: (i) how to share costs, and (ii) a governance structure
which would provide control mechanisms for the original two owners over
the joint system. When the cities attempted to formalize their ad hoc
collaboration and memorialize a governance structure for the network,
however, disputes over control and funding arose between Phoenix and
Mesa. Negotiation over rights and obligations led to tensions and, as a
result, the cities are now moving forward with separate governance
documents and systems. Most importantly, any continued success of the
joint or shared PRWN/TOPAZ system hinges on its ability to revisit and
overcome the governance impasse and repair strains related to friction
between the entities.
More broadly at the state level, political hazards have been
implicated by a change in the administrative body charged with oversight of
public safety radio communications matters. Specifically, the Public Safety
Communications Commission was transferred from the Department of
Public Safety (“DPS”) to the Government Information and Technology
Administration (“GITA”).16 Historically, DPS generally managed public
safety communications, including radio systems for state agencies. The long
relationship between Arizona’s public safety agencies and the DPS
generated high levels of goodwill and competency trust: agencies knew that
the DPS understood their needs and was capable of fulfilling them. This
trust was instrumental to the PSCC’s ability to initiate interoperability
efforts and helped lay the foundation for the long-term interoperability plan.
With the change in oversight to GITA, however, there is some concern that
GITA and public safety agencies will initially have trouble communicating
effectively, potentially eroding support for the long-range interoperability
plan. Indeed, GITA is already pushing interoperability efforts in a different
direction than that originally proposed by the PSCC, and some involved are
concerned that state-wide support for interoperable public safety networks
could wane [48].
Integrated Wireless Network: Funding Hazards
Federal agencies are not impervious to similar problems. For
example, funding issues – among other hazards – have all but ended the
Department of Homeland Security’s (“DHS”) and the Department of
Justice’s (“DOJ”) collaborative effort to build the Integrated Wireless
16
Much like Arizona, ALMR similarly faced significant political hazards when control
over the state’s participation in ALMR was bounced back and forth between two state
agencies [7].
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Network (“IWN”). As envisioned, IWN would have provided interoperable
communication over a secure, wireless, nationwide communication network
for over 81,000 federal agents and fifty states and territories [34].
As explained in [34], significant funding hazards associated with
IWN yielded high levels of performance risk (and, conversely, low levels of
competency trust). This is at least in part due to disparate funding
mechanisms between DHS and DOJ. DHS has a flexible funding system
that makes it better able to satisfy IWN and legacy maintenance needs. By
contrast, funding for DOJ wireless technology is disbursed by the Wireless
Management Office (“WMO”), which manages the consolidated budget for
all DOJ components (the FBI, ATF, etc.). Compounding the problem, a
DOJ component is only awarded funding to replace legacy systems if it
demonstrates that the legacy technology is on the verge of failure. Thus, the
DOJ cannot replace legacy equipment with IWN compatible technology
across the board, but instead must wait for longer replacement cycles for
equipment. The mismatch in funding and replacement cycles resulted in
high levels of performance risk and helped undermine the opportunity to
create an integrated wireless network.17
ALMR: A Case of Dynamic Leadership Structure
The Alaska Land Mobile Radio System (“ALMR”) is a sweeping
collaborative effort between federal, state, and local agencies to provide
Alaska with three types of interoperability: day-to-day, mutual aid in
disaster, and task force interoperability [7]. ALMR achieves interoperability
by pooling spectrum between both state and federal users and by sharing
infrastructure. While impressive for its success in achieving collaborative
network capabilities, however, the ALMR System has not been immune to
the hazards detailed above. Governance and leadership issues perhaps
posed the greatest hazard for ALMR and, indeed, one of ALMR’s most
impressive achievements have been its ability to address such hazards
through leadership structures which have met the project’s needs.
17

Moreover, even if funding and replacement cycles matched, additional funding hazards
would remain due to insufficient overall funding. Between Fiscal Year 2000 and FY 2006,
$772 million was allocated to the DOJ WMO. The DOJ estimates, however, that even if
IWN is not implemented it will need more than $900 million to replace existing legacy
equipment. Though funding is expected to increase, DOJ officials expect to receive only fifty
percent of requested funds and are concerned that, without an immediate and drastic increase
in funding, IWN will fail [34]. Despite an agreement DHS and DOJ would submit a joint
budget report (an action which the entities complied with from 2005-2007), the two agencies
submitted separate budget reports in 2008. This is a strong indicator that the DHS and DOJ
are no longer working toward a cooperative interoperability solution. Moreover, DHS is now
pursuing small, localized networks without the help of DOJ. Indeed, the DHS refuses to redefine the collaborative relationship without a promise of independent contracting rights with
the IWN suppliers [34].
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From the outset, ALMR’s ambitious scope created perceptions of
performance risk, as members were naturally skeptical at various stages of
the project that such an ambitious undertaking could be completed. ALMR
leaders responded by creating a strong Executive Council to secure buy-in
from key stakeholders. The Executive Council was led by four members,
one representative each from the Department of Defense, non-military
federal users, state agencies, and local users. Each member had equal
standing despite the fact that the Department of Defense paid for a
disproportionate amount of the build-out. Indeed, the Executive Council
served as a face of legitimacy for the project during its formative years and
sufficiently increased goodwill and competence trust among member
agencies, making them more comfortable with such a daunting
collaboration. Additionally, the Department of Defense’s presence as the
champion of ALMR significantly lowered the perception of performance
risk among collaborative partners during the network’s build-out phase.18
NSRS: Bridging Cultural and Technical Hazards
Like ALMR, the Nevada Shared Radio System (“NSRS”) is striking
in its ambition. In particular, NSRS features collaboration between public
safety agencies and non-public safety entities.
The public-private
collaboration includes public safety, the Nevada Power Company (“NPC”),
the Sierra Pacific Power Company (“SPPC”), and the Nevada Department of
Transportation (“NDOT”) [55]. Operating in the 800 MHz range, the
system provides interoperable coverage over the jurisdictions of both power
companies and the state highway system.
From the outset, NSRS was characterized by high levels of goodwill
and competency trust among partners and avoided many of the
organizational hazards that trip other collaborative efforts. In this respect,
NSRS is similar to ALMR, which similarly benefitted from high levels of
pre-existing trust across organizations built over years of prior cooperation
[7]. The original NSRS Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) required
each owner to build and maintain the infrastructure necessary to provide
coverage to its jurisdiction [55]. Thus, each member had incentive (and
responsibility) to fulfill its part of the collaborative effort. Aligning owner
incentives and network incentives worked so well that the MOU was never
legally enforced. As the system developed, and as trust built, owners not
only maintained their own infrastructure but also began sharing surplus
materials and labor across entities [55].
18

ALMR also addressed risks for local first responders tied to perceived technical and
operational hazards by lowering user’s initial costs for involvement. Users were permitted to
use the system cost-free as beta users while the ALMR network was being built out. This
enabled ALMR to build some technical and operational trust during the build-out phase.
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Despite its initial success in aligning owner incentives and group
incentives, NSRS encountered governance and cultural hazards related to
the public-private nature of the network. First, as the number of local users
grew, the power companies (at least at their lowest levels of users and
technical support) found it difficult to relinquish control over their
infrastructure. Second, as the network became larger and more diverse,
NSRS was plagued by inefficient flow of information between users. Both
hazards, however, were addressed by hiring an outside manager – styled as a
System Administrator. As an independent “enforcer,” the new System
Administrator was empowered to lead entities and individuals within the
governance structure to comply with the needs of the network. Indeed, free
of the entity-specific biases that would attend leaders of member entities,
they System Administrator could focus on advancing the interests of the
network as whole (and thereby alleviate principal-agent problems on a
network level) [55].
The Systems Administrator not only aligned incentives within the
network, he also reduced cultural hazards of collaboration, reduced
relational risks and increased goodwill and competency trust among
members by facilitating flow of information between agencies. Different
agencies speak different languages and, at times, miscommunication led
NSRS partners to defend their own positions rather than pursue effective
collaboration. Understanding that effective communication is achieved
between counterparts within organizations, the Systems Administrator acted
as a go-between and drastically improved communication by bringing
people together. Improved communications reduced perceptions that other
agencies were unable to fulfill their part of the collaborative effort and
diminished cultural hazards within NSRS.

IV.

HOW COLLABORATIVE PUBLIC SAFETY NETWORKS
CAN BE FACILITATED BY SMART RADIOS

Hazards endemic to public safety collaboration – as seen through
the prism of trust and risk as well as existing collaboration case studies –
suggest that policymakers must actively promote strategies designed to
overcome non-technical barriers in order to achieve extensive cooperation.
Policy-based networks using “smart” radios can and should be part of
building trust loops necessary to lead public safety toward network
federation and spectrum sharing. To be clear, smart radios alone will not
resolve all collaborative hazards. However, even given today’s public
safety LMR landscape – i.e., balkanized radio systems, cultural differences
between agencies, frequency assignment patchworks, a dual spectrum
management by the FCC and NTIA, and slow funding cycles – smart radios
do not reinforce silo-based physical network separation, and instead enable a
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migration toward collaborative advantage in a federated, policy-based
wireless architecture.
This Section IV proceeds in three parts. First, the defining
characteristics of smart radios as well as current public safety deployments
of smart radios are addressed in Part A. Next, Part B proposes ways policy
makers and researchers can develop and nurture trust loops and control
mechanisms in the evolution of smart radio in order to spur willingness to
enter into collaborative relationships. Finally, Part C discusses the
importance of leadership by policymakers to help shape both awareness and
willing participation in changing the paradigm for public safety networking.

A. Characteristics of Smart Radios
The existing and future capabilities of smart radios are set forth
elsewhere [38]-[39], and it is not this paper’s purpose to conduct extended
technical examination. It is important, however, to highlight the most
noteworthy smart radio characteristics which could create confidence in
federated networking by managing risk for public safety communications.
These have been discussed recently by Jesuale and Eydt in [39], from which
Figure 3 below is reproduced.

Figure 3: Developments Enabled by Smart Radios.
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By smart radios we mean software defined radios (“SDR”) and
policy-based cognitive radios (“CR”). SDR utilizes software to implement
flexibility and reconfigurability into radio device operation. In contrast to
SDRs, “traditional radios feature designs that are fixed in a radio’s
hardware. Notably, SDRs allow much of what was previously done with
hardware – including signal processing, modulation, and power control – to
be accomplished in reconfigurable software.”[3] In addition to enhanced
flexibility, the central role of software in a SDR enables reconfiguration of
devices and networks. “Reconfigurability is the capability of adjusting
operating parameters for the transmission on the fly without any
modification on the hardware components.”[38]
Cognitive radios enable adaptable behavior based on a radio’s
environment. A CR is “a radio that is aware of its environment and internal
state and alters its behavior based on that information and predefined
objectives.”[52] There are two notable aspects of cognition in a CR. One, a
CR’s detection capabilities allow it to be aware of its location and – with
sufficient sensing capability – dynamically sense available and occupied
channels across a range of frequencies. Two, CR is policy-based insofar as
it relies upon machine-readable policies which direct whether the radio may
operate given the circumstances [3]. Machine readable policies can reflect
existing regulatory policies as well as other transmission constraints
provided to the radio. Consequently, policies which render instruction
concerning whether transmission is permitted, combined with the device’s
external awareness of its location and environment, provide the signature
capabilities of a CR.
It is the cognition-like features of a CR which enable a radio to take
advantage of SDR flexibility [54]. In this respect, the operation of smart
radios is not governed by hardware and infrastructure. Rather, policies are
the architecture for smart radios insofar as machine-readable policies
provide the defining attributes concerning how radios operate (or not) given
the broader constraints of a system’s infrastructure. Unlike a static
architecture where the operational characteristics are largely coterminous
with hardware’s constraints, the architecture of a smart radio system can be
dynamically altered and reconfigured over time.
Smart radios are increasingly deployed in military environments and
are no longer the exclusive province of laboratories and academic papers
[2]. Additionally, devices with smart radio characteristics are also already
playing a role in collaborative public safety communications. The
Department of Homeland Security provided Thales with $6.25 million to
develop the Liberty radio, released in February 2008, which operates on
public safety bands ranging from 136 - 800 MHz [2]. Harris Corp. also has
entered the market with a radio, the Unity XG-100P, which operates over
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the same public safety bands and is P.25 compliant [2]. Cost is a concern as
these smart radios are roughly $5,000. But Shared Spectrum Company is
working with M/A-COM on a radio that is dramatically more affordable,
targeting a cost of $500 by end 2008 [2].
While we are unaware of any other studies focused on smart radio’s
ability to affect organizational behavior aspects of public safety
collaboration, several investigations have more generally recognized the
potential for smart radio technologies to benefit public safety
communications. For example, the SDR Forum’s Public Safety Special
Interest Group (SIG) in April 2006 completed a comprehensive analysis
based on responses to requests for information [41]. Other papers have
similarly considered enhanced capabilities and risks related to smart radios
and public safety [42]-[44]. More recently, the SDR Forum has focused on
specific use cases for cognitive radio in public safety [56].

B. Strategies to Build Goodwill and Competence
Two important strategies should be used to facilitate public safety
collaboration: (i) exploit the dynamic, cyclical and iterative nature of trust
and risk by gradually (and gracefully) building trust loops which reinforce
goodwill and enhance cooperative competence; and (ii) insert trustor control
mechanisms in parallel with trust loops. This approach is consistent with
literature which suggests that “deliberate building of trust and more effective
control mechanisms” present “two distinct avenues that can (and should) be
pursued simultaneously.”[27]
To be clear, we believe that it would be ill-advised to mandate a
rushed course of extensive sharing based on smart radio technology.
Viewed through the organizational behavior lens, the case for early simple
sharing steps is stronger than a policy course which rushes to exploit all
behaviors and strategies. While smart radios promise to help resolve
organizational behavior challenges in public safety, they simultaneously
introduce new problems. For example, emerging technologies invariably
introduce uncertainty and, not surprisingly, the reconfigurable nature of
smart radios is often viewed with some suspicion (i.e., what happens in the
case of a malfunction? what if a malicious user reconfigures software in a
way that causes harmful interference to authorized users? etc.). More
broadly, dynamic spectrum access entails greater challenges because it relies
on systems level processes – sensor readings, databases, communication
with other devices, complex decision algorithms, etc. – to avoid interference
[54].
It would be equally mistaken, however, if policy-makers were to fail
to recognize the vital role that smart radios should perform as part of the
migration path toward extensive collaboration.
In particular, three
opportunities created by smart radios should be a critical part of
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implementing each of these strategies. Smart radios should be used to:
(1) enable trust-building through graduated sharing by leveraging the
flexible architecture enabled by policy-based radios so as to maintain local
end-user control over the network in ways that current, static LMR
architectures cannot; (2) utilize control mechanisms associated with
software and reconfigurability; and (3) enhance trust by reducing
perceptions of resource scarcity. Each of these three opportunities for smart
radios are discussed below.
First, policy-based controls will enable the kind of local risk
mitigation required by a public safety agency. Cognitive radios, following
machine-readable software policies that are updatable, provide public safety
emergency response with significant levels of local control over the
technologies’ operational parameters. Indeed, it is these policy-based
software controls which we view as a fundamental catalyst for interorganizational collaboration.
To grasp this, it is important to distinguish between smart radio
capabilities versus the behaviors and networking strategies which exploit
those capabilities. Use of software-based policies enables gradual sharing.
Significantly, smart radios are often associated with dynamic spectrum
access (a behavior) and spectrum pooling (a sharing strategy) [24],[45].
Conceptual confusion results if capabilities and behaviors are conflated. To
be clear, SDR and CR reflect what a device and system is able to do. In
contrast, dynamic spectrum access represents a behavior which strategically
leverages those capabilities. Given challenges inherent in cooperation, even
if smart radio networks enable extensive collaboration, only some of the
capabilities will be utilized in the near term. However, as trust and
collaborative competency are established, a smart radio makes long term
migration to extensive collaboration possible because the policies are the
architecture and such policies are updateable. Innovations in policy control
and administration within smart radio architectures provide a graceful way
to migrate the public safety community from distrust to trust when
federating in order to use applications and infrastructure that they do not
necessarily own.
For instance, policies which allow public safety organizations to
“roam” on each other’s systems – using their frequencies when they are “in
the area” – would be a small step forward and could provide near-term
benefits. This cooperation would dovetail with mutual aid agreements that
already exist between first responders in many areas. Indeed, smart radio
policies could enable greater control insofar as written agreements between
organizations – such as mutual aid agreements, memoranda of
understanding, and standard operating procedures – could be embodied
within machine readable language. Over the longer term, machine-readable
language concerning the command structure at an event – such as National
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Incident Management System (“NIMS”) protocols – might be reflected in
software policies as well.19 To be sure, significant work remains to enable
this level of intelligence. It is, however, an application which will provide
public safety trustors important control within collaborative relationships.
Second, particularly in view of the long life-cycles of public safety
devices which often leave first responders utilizing equipment that is
outdated by several generations, reconfigurable public safety devices have
great potential. This capability raises the tantalizing prospect of enabling
updates to devices and networking techniques without requiring wholesale
replacement of hardware devices [3]. Additionally, reconfigurable radios
could switch from high bands (e.g., 800 MHz) to low bands (e.g., below 200
MHz) when they need to operate in tunnels or forests where propagation
characteristics could be exploited, or repeater infrastructure does not exist.
Finally, reconfigurability further reduces risks associated with
embeddedness. In particular, policies can be changed or even rolled back
during periods of distrust or following dissolution of a collaborative
network. Along these lines, federal policy leadership must work with
stakeholders to identify gradual collaborative strategies which exploit
reconfigurability. Smart radios can play an important role in this migration
because they open up the possibility that more advanced policies developed
for wireless operations (authentication, prioritization, incident specific
operational policies, spectrum sharing policies, etc.) can be obeyed by the
radios, and authored as well as updated by the user community to fit the
geography, environment and situation.
Devices which permit
reconfigurable policies could be particularly significant for public safety
inter-organizational collaboration. This would enable small initial sharing
steps which, once trust is established, could be expanded by a policy
changes over the longer term.
And third, smart radio networks can enhance trust in interorganizational collaboration by generally reducing perceptions of resource
scarcity. Risks associated with opportunistic behavior by partners are more
pronounced where resources are deemed highly scarce. Some of the most
vexing resource shortages in public safety networking have been licensable
spectrum, affordable yet reliable equipment, and the ability to add
broadband features and coverage of networks. For a public safety agency,
collaboration is fraught with relational and performance risks when
accompanied by shortages in spectrum, funding, capabilities and coverage.
In contrast, trust is easier to establish and maintain – and risk easier to
19

NIMS enables responders across jurisdictions and disciplines to coordinate emergency
response. “NIMS benefits include a unified approach to incident management; standard
command and management structures; and emphasis on preparedness, mutual aid and
resource management.” [49]
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mitigate – in situations where both the trustee and trustor have ample
resources sufficient to maintain collaborative goals. Smart radios offer the
potential to create abundance (or at least efficiencies) in spectrum, reduce
the reliance of public safety on expensive infrastructure to create coverage,
and reduce the cost of end user devices by taking advantage of commercial
economies of scale. Abundance breeds confidence by reducing risk of
shortage. The case studies of Alaska’s ALMR, Nevada’s NSRS, and
Arizona’s PRWN/TOPAZ each reflect a willingness to initiate collaboration
in order to collectively expand resources. In each of these systems, the risks
of opportunistic partner behavior were diminished by the prospect of greater
assets available to first responders.

C. Federal Leadership to Initiate the Collaborative
Paradigm
Trust loops promoted by public safety radio architectures should result
in a more unified future vision of advanced architectures. Moreover, as
discussed above, this approach could be calibrated with the needs of public
safety agencies so as to enable local control and graceful migration. In order
to avoid several more years of constrained public safety communications
capabilities, however, attention must now focus on advancing the vision and
knowledge base of state and local practitioners.
To be sure, much progress has been made by the public safety
community to address both interoperability and funding shortages through
the development of shared wireless networks. Promising developments so
far are oriented around shared and trunked LMR systems20 with inclusive
governance structures, the development of Regional Planning Committees
(“RPCs”) to develop band plans for public safety spectrum, and the
development of State Interoperability Executive Committees (“SIECs”)
which set strategic statewide direction for federal grants from the DHS.
Nonetheless, future efforts must be expanded past the borders of traditional
private LMR frameworks. State and local responders must know about
advanced federated networking architectures – viz., what they are, when
they are coming, and what impacts are likely. A bridge should be created
between the ITFAN advanced research agenda for federal agencies and the
current DHS standards and best practices articulated for state and local
emergency response communications networks.
Two notable programs within the federal government which provide
20

A trunked radio system operates on the same shared resources principle that the telephone
network has used for many years. Frequencies in the system are pooled among users and
then dynamically assigned on an “as needed” basis when there traffic to send for a particular
user or group of users.
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direct leadership on technology trends to the public safety communications
community could serve as this bridge between federal research and the
public safety communications agenda. One, the National Institute of Justice
Communications Technology (“NIJ CommTech”) [46] program is actively
working to bring demonstrations of advanced network technology,
specifically next generation development, to the public safety community.
These types of demonstrations are vital to moving the community more
toward acceptance of a new network framework that is not based on the
limitations of the existing network architectures and spectrum policies.
Two, the SAFECOM program can exercise important leadership.
SAFECOM introduced the SAFECOM Continuum in 2005 to “serve as a
tool
for
urban
areas
working
to
improve emergency
response communications interoperability.”[21] This Continuum has since
become a trusted paradigm for strategic change within the public safety
community. In particular, it illustrates a baseline structure for local
jurisdictions to measure their interoperability goals against an optimum level
of interoperability. The SAFECOM Continuum has five “lanes” in which
active local efforts will contribute to enhanced interoperability. These lanes
are (1) governance, (2) standard operating procedures, (3) technology,
(4) training and (5) usage. According to the Continuum, maximum
interoperability is achieved when LMR systems are shared, governed
collaboratively, used daily, and incorporate standardized operating
procedures and continuous training and exercises. These efforts essentially
create trust loops and the Continuum has been widely cited as a valuable
guidepost for interoperable public safety communications.
Significantly, the Continuum could be extended to chart an advanced
networking roadmap of collaborative strategies that we suggest are
necessary. We have created a first version of an extended Continuum in
Figure 4 below. The solid vertical line in the Extended Continuum denotes
where the Continuum ends today. We extend the Continuum the right of
this line. Our extension is intended to engage the current public safety
conversation even as we advocate change to an architectural paradigm of
extensive collaboration.
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Figure 4. SAFECOM’s Interoperability Continuum extended to include
advanced networking architectures

The SAFECOM Continuum to date has attempted to layer
interoperability upon legacy technological architectures and practices. In
the extended vision presented in Figure 4, the paradigm changes to a
flexible, federated, shared policy-based network architectures. An extended
Continuum would provide vision and political support to the thousands of
public safety communications network managers who must ultimately take
the risks, negotiate the partnerships, commit the resources, and achieve the
benefits of advancing these networks for first responders. Moreover,
extending the Continuum’s ribbons so as to reflect an agile, secure,
federated, dynamic and self-forming network vision also tracks the existing
federal research roadmap, such as the ITFAN report. In this respect, together
with the NIJ CommTech program, the SAFECOM program could align with
federal research efforts to play a key role in the advancement of policy
based smart radio architectures.

V.

CONCLUSION

Local first responders’ communications systems are the foundation
of public safety capabilities in emergencies and disasters. Yet, even as
measured against certain commercial capabilities generally available to the
public, first responders have fallen behind. Federal research increasingly
recognizes the overwhelming benefits associated with collaboration. But to
date the local and state first responder and emergency management
community are neither fully engaged in setting the research agenda, nor are
they realizing the fruits of research pointing toward extensive collaboration.
Policy-makers should immediately begin advancing the vision and
knowledge base of state and local practitioners concerning what advanced
federated networking architectures are and what impacts are likely.
Before realizing the salutary effects from advanced networking
collaboration, however, formidable non-technical obstacles must be squarely
addressed. While resolving organizational behavior problems alone is not
sufficient for successful public safety communications, it is a necessary and
often underappreciated part of successful technology policy. Indeed, failure
to embrace technical solutions amenable to a viable organizational behavior
strategy will result in the loss of money and inadequate systems.
A better understanding of organizational behavior challenges
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implicated by public safety cooperation is needed. Of course, interorganizational collaboration problems are not unique to public safety. In
other areas, “[m]uch research has been directed at gaining an understanding
of the challenges facing those involved in interorganizational
collaboration.”[26] Significantly, important dimensions of public safety’s
collaboration travails are shared with other inter-entity cooperative efforts
and public safety analyses should build on existing research. This paper
highlights that insights from existing literature can be mined and, where
appropriate, deployed to achieve an advanced public safety architecture.
Our analysis of existing literature suggests that thoughtful policy
should identify ways to facilitate trust-building strategies such as the one
articulated by [26]:
[T]he trust-building loop aligns itself well with a ‘small wins’
approach within which trust can be built through mutual
experience of advantage gained via successful implementation
of low-risk initiatives.
Trust can be developed over time
moving gradually toward initiatives where partners are willing
to take greater risks because a high level of trust is present.
Federal policy leadership must work with stakeholders to identify
gradual collaborative strategies which enhance trust and control, resulting in
greater confidence and more extensive collaboration.
Smart radio
capabilities can enable early sharing opportunities without relinquishing
undue amounts of local control. Further, the reconfigurable aspects of smart
radios do not lock in silo-oriented architectures going forward. As trust and
confidence is enhanced, greater collaboration can be achieved by changing
the policies which govern radio operation. To help galvanize progress,
policy-makers might consider whether pilot areas of collaboration using
policy-based smart radios can be created to serve as a model and a testing
ground for advanced architectures.
More broadly, future research is needed concerning non-technical
obstacles to advanced public safety communications. Organizational
behavior and smart radios must be viewed in perspective. On the
organizational behavior side, the challenges addressed in this paper – trust
and risk across different hazards of collaboration – are certainly not the only
major policy impediments. Funding insufficiency, timing of funding cycles
across organizations, difficulties associated with public safety internalizing
equipment costs but not spectrum costs, and how dual spectrum
management between the FCC and NTIA affects public safety radio policy
are critical (if obvious) areas for investigation.21
21
Specific to funding necessary to achieve a next generation architecture, existing pressures and
priorities may need to be addressed. For example, to start the migration path, a public safety agency
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Research is also needed concerning less obvious barriers. Future
investigation should consider, for instance, the existing incentive system of
public safety agency managers with respect to procurement of information
technology and radio systems. Analysis should examine the decisionmaking processes for public safety radio system purchases (viz., who is
involved, what rank the key decision-maker(s) has (have) in an organization,
what information is provided to decision-makers, whether significant
principal/agent issues exist, what the evaluation system is like for decisionmakers, etc.). One might hypothesize that – particularly in the absence of
market forces – punishments for a radio system’s malfunction is far greater
than rewards for procuring enhanced capability that did not exist before.
To the extent that the weight accorded to possible harms unduly eclipse
possible benefits of innovation, it may be necessary to alter incentives of
managers so that outcomes are weighted differently.
Finally, on the smart radio side, our vision is as much a challenge to
the development community as it is to policy-makers. Smart radios in
general – and policy-based radios in particular – are catalysts for greater
collaboration. But much work remains to be done. A major part of this
work entails that, in order to realize smart radio’s collaborative promise,
architects of next generation systems must feature local controls which will
accompany and enable the migration to collaborative public safety
networks.
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